
FTER FIVE months off the track and a journey of

4,500 miles, the awesome Subjectivist was produced

in such screaming physical condition – and ridden

with such belief and judgment – that he was able to

run two miles at an averge speed greater than 36 miles per hour.

We take this kind of feat for granted in racing nowadays, but

when you stop to think about the parameters of success in the

£500,000 Dubai Gold Cup, it really is amazing. Subjectivist is

likely not even fully mature yet, but he was able to break from the

stalls, navigate bends and keep going well enough to average close

on sprinting speed in a race designed as a test of stamina.

Joe Fanning’s ride on Subjectivist was outstanding for a number

of reasons. We will break it down further, but first consider this:

to average 36mph for two miles, a jockey needs to set off at this

speed or more in the first place. This is an important point, for to

do this requires confidence in the training of the horse, confidence

in the horse and confidence in the ability to sense that this is

sustainable.

Subjectivist may not be fully mature, but we know that Joe

certainly is. As jockeys age, we know it is likely they suffer a

similar kind of diminution of their physical abilities as other

sportsmen, at least the fast-twitch capabilities. But what this

performance underlines is that the elite – among which 50-year-

old Fanning has deserved to be placed for decades – can more than

compensate for this prospective loss by the aggregation of

experience. 

Mark Johnston has often said that he wants his riders to always

have confidence in their mounts. It’s a kind of argument that is

beyond my personal reach in that confidence is not a quantity that

can be measured directly. But it can reasonably be assumed that if

Fanning had harboured significant doubts over Subjectivist’s class

or condition, he could surely not have played the part that he did.

Isn’t this the essence of the elite sportsman? Doubt would have

been entirely reasonable, given the task facing Subjectivist, but

his rider acted with resolve every step of the way. 

When people ask what is special about racing, we ought to

explain how horses and humans can elevate each other in

competition, and we need to talk about how this sport is not bound

merely by its mechanical limits.

Tactical speed and bottomless stamina 
is a lethal combination

HEN Battaash broke Dayjur’s track record at York

(a flat track similar to Meydan) in the 2019

Nunthorpe, he ran 55.9 seconds for five furlongs.

That’s an average speed of 40.25mph. Well, Subjectivist ran at

90% of that speed for three-and-a-half times longer duration.

Now, to satisfy the geeks among you, I know that this

comparison is a little unfair on Battaash because we time races

from a standing start and the time a horse takes to reach its cruising

speed is proportionately longer. 

The same effect can be seen in Usain Bolt’s world records for

the 100m (9.58sec) and 200m (19.19sec); twice 9.58sec is

19.16sec, which is the same pace allowing for measurement error.

This presents a paradox which the Ancient Greeks would have

found fascinating: based on these two data points, Bolt’s claim

that he is Superman would seem to be justified – as he can run

round a bend at the same speed as he runs in a straight line for

twice as long, he clearly loses no energy either forwards or

sideways.  

(We must always remember the effect of the start when working

with times. Race times in the US, for instance, are measured from

a running start because the stalls are roughly 30 feet, sometimes a

lot more, behind the race distance and the runners are already

rolling when the timing mechanism starts. When comparing race

times in Europe with those in the US, we need to add two seconds

(or more) to the US times.)

N his 1966 paper ‘The Energetics of Running’, Oxford

University’s Brian Lloyd wrote: ‘Horses run about twice as

fast as men and [maintain their speed] better’. After 50

seconds of a race, horses are powered by an increasing

predominance of aerobic energy because they can metabolise
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atmospheric oxygen faster than humans. The equivalent time for

us is 75 seconds  –  50% longer.

Races with a duration as short as 50 seconds do not even exist

for thoroughbreds in this country, while the 100m, 200m and 400m

for humans all take significantly less time than 75 seconds. So,

horse races over different distances are more similar in terms of

their demands than races for humans.

Class in the thoroughbred runner is close to the ability to

withstand the effects of pace  –  to keep going. All horses can

change speed to some extent  –  we know this from sectional times

–  but quite often when a horse finishes strongly it is merely

slowing down the least.

Using the speed sensing data provided by Trakus (above), we

can see how the Dubai Gold Cup shows academic theory can

harmonise with reality as surely as physics guided us to land on

the moon.

HE pattern of data expressed in the graph above is

seriously interesting. The green curve is a plot of

Subjectivist’s ‘instantaneous’ speed – that, is, his speed

at every moment – in the Dubai Gold Cup. The smooth line is

made from the snapshot of his position every 100m of the race

which the Trakus data provides. I have overlayed a dotted line

which shows his average speed of 36.4mph.

The Meydan turf track is 2400m (12f) round. The Dubai Gold

Cup course starts on an extension to the home straight, so that the

field runs 1000m (5f) past the stands into the first sweeping turn

which they exit about 400m (2f) later. See how the green line

heads down around the 1200m point? Even at the pace of staying

races and with 5% banked turns, horses tend to slow down a little

running into bends. The final turn kicks in at about 2300m and

ends with about 450m left to run – notice how the green line is

already increasing before Subjectivist straightened up as he was

kicked for home off the bend. 

Here’s the point that is really interesting with respect to the

future: though the green line takes a dive towards the finish, it still

does not intersect the blue line. Thanks to a well-judged ride and

his preparation at home,

Subjectivist did not yield in the

closing stages. This is an

unmistakable sign of really deep

stamina which augurs well for his

prospects in the Gold Cup at Ascot,

for example.

Beating Stradivarius

HERE’s arguably only

one horse that stands

between Subjectivist and

a championship: the mighty

Stradivarius. Writing this brings a

feeling of excitement already, for it

should not be underestimated how

good a stayer lies in our hero’s way. Moreover, a lesser horse than

Subjectivist with the same run style would be like a lamb to the

slaughter against the great stayer, who loves being given a target.

If Subjectivist is to beat Stradivarius, he needs to be only

himself. The best thing Subjectivist can do is run a perfect time

trial like he did in Dubai. 

When media commentators say a horse has out-battled another,

it is often because the horse ridden from off the pace found the

front runner wasn’t stopping. 

It is magical thinking to believe that Mark Johnston’s horses

have a nebulous quality of being able to find extra in a finish when

pressed by a rival. Sure, thoroughbreds respond for the

encouragement of the whip – which is one reason that, if the whip

were removed for reasons of political correctness, the sport would

be denatured inexorably as a result – but more often than not it is

the horse coming from behind which cracks.

ILL Stradivarius crack? He could do. The plot above

shows that, if Fanning can play his mount as well as

he did in Dubai, Subjectivist will not surrender. And

he also has gears himself. Make no mistake about that. He should

not be painted as just a galloper who needs to run Stradivarius into

the ground.

When Dee Ex Bee was coming through the ranks as a three-

year-old, his numbers were profiling towards being the kind of

horse who could really put it up to Stradivarius. And he made a

great fist of it in the end, even though he was flattered to come

close in terms of distance when second in both the 2019 Ascot and

Goodwood Cup. I strongly believe Subjectivist is better than Dee

Ex Bee, even though he hasn’t the ratings to prove it yet.

One thing is for sure: if you tried to draw up the perfect staying

performance on a graph, it would look very close to the plot on

this page. The fundamental law of pace governs that when a

horse’s speed varies the least, he or she almost always gives the

best performance of which he or she is capable. That is what the

jockey should be enabling, and it is what the trainer prepares a

horse to do.

By 

James

Willoughby

Instantaneous time plot of Subjectivist in the Group 2 Dubai Gold Cup

of Subjectivist
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